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Private providers of public services should be subject to the
same accountability requirements as public sector providers

John Parkinson argues against the argument put forward by private providers of public
services that their bidding details be kept secret. Since public services affect us all and uses
collective resources, private providers should be subject to freedom of information rules.

I’m not much of  a conf erence f ollower, but the news of  Sadiq Khan MP‘s speech at the
Labour Party conf erence which pledged to subject private companies delivering public
services to f reedom of  inf ormation rules caught my eye.

It has long been argued by private organisations bidding f or public sector work that they cannot possibly
reveal details of  negotiations or, in some cases, the contracts themselves, because they are
“commerically sensit ive” – revealing them would hand too much inf ormation to competitors, and make the
bidding process less competit ive as it handed an unf air advantage to those less able to put in the work.

That has always struck me as complete nonsense. Even on the simplest (most naive?) account of
markets, f ull inf ormation is required in order to make markets deliver goods ef f ectively and ef f iciently –
secrecy is a source of  inef f iciency. Competit ion is not improved by caref ully protected inf ormation; it is
harmed. The motivation is not a high minded one about ef f ective markets; it is a self - interested one
about wanting to keep competitors in the dark.

So are there more principled reasons f or treating private providers of  public services dif f erently f rom
public providers? No. And here’s a shot at explaining why in 500 words or less.

First, what is a public service? It can’t be a matter of  the provider alone – it can’t be “what governments
do” – otherwise the whole idea of  private provision of  public services makes no sense. It has to be
something about the good or service itself . Scholars generally argue that goods and services can be
public in three ways:
a) it af f ects a lot of  people or uses collective resources; or
b) it cannot be parcelled up and distributed to or owned by individuals; or
c) it is an essential precondition f or individuals and groups to have a lives that we consider worth living.

So, anything paid f or out of  public taxation is a public good on this account – it ’s paid f or out of
collective resources. Likewise clean air is a public good – it cannot be packaged up and owned. Likewise
health and education are public goods – we cannot live a minimally worthwhile lif e without some health
support and without the education necessary to be able to think about, articulate, share and debate our
plans.

The ownership bit is the joker in the pack. One of  the reasons def enders of  corporate secrecy of f er is
“It ’s my product/service, it should be mine to distribute as I see f it.” But if  the good or service meets any
of  the other conditions then it might be something that should not be owned by any one person or
organisation — whether they do own them or not is irrelevant to questions of  whether they should.

In a democracy, we have openness, transparency and accountability in a more-or- less successf ul
attempt to make decisions about public goods responsive to all our needs, not just the whims of  the
powerf ul. Remember, we are talking about stuf f  that af f ects us all to some extent, uses our money, is
not (or should not be) individually owned or is a precondition f or a basically good lif e.

Does any of  that give us reason to think that private providers of  public services should not be subject
to the same accountability requirements as public sector providers?

No. It does not. Sadiq Khan is right.
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Whether his vision is a practical one is another question entirely. I look f orward to — no, scratch that, I
despair at the thought of  — the process of  sorting out what will count as a public service if  any of  this
gets put f orward as a series policy proposal when Labour (sooner or later) returns to government.

Note: This article gives the views of the author, and not the position of the British Politics and Policy blog, nor
of the London School of Economics. Please read our comments policy before posting.
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